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BIBLE AND INTERPRETATION

Behind the Scenes of the Old Testament
Cultural, Social, and Historical Contexts
Jonathan S. Greer, John W. Hilber,  
and John H. Walton, editors

This authoritative volume brings together a team of world-class scholars 
to cover the full range of Old Testament backgrounds studies in a con-
cise, up-to-date, and comprehensive manner. With expertise in various 
subdisciplines of Old Testament backgrounds, the authors illuminate 
the cultural, social, and historical contexts of the world behind the Old 
Testament. They introduce students to a wide range of background 
materials, covering history, geography, archaeology, and ancient Near 
Eastern textual and iconographic studies. Meant to be used alongside 
traditional literature-based canonical surveys, this one-stop introduction 
to Old Testament backgrounds fills a gap in typical introduction to the 
Bible courses. It contains over one hundred illustrations, including pho-
tographs, line drawings, maps, charts, and tables, which will facilitate 
its use in the classroom.

CONTENTS
Introduction

PART 1: ELEMENTS OF THE DRAMA

I. The Stage: Historical Geography
II. The Sets and Props: Archaeology

III. The Scripts: Ancient Near Eastern Literature
IV. The Frames: Ancient Near Eastern Iconography

PART 2: ACTS AND SCENES OF THE DRAMA

V. Acts: Integrated Approaches to Broad Historical Contexts
VI. Scenes: Integrated Approaches to Event-Based Historical Contexts

PART 3: THEMES OF THE DRAMA

VII. God: Integrated Approaches to Themes in Israelite Religion 
VIII. Family: Integrated Approaches to Themes in Family Networks
IX. Sustenance: Integrated Approaches to Themes in Economic Contexts
X. Governance: Integrated Approaches to Themes in Social Organization

Indexes
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Jonathan S. Greer (PhD, Pennsylvania State 
University) is associate professor of Old Testament 
and director of the Hesse Memorial Archaeological 
Laboratory at Grand Rapids Theological Seminary. 
He has published widely in the areas of biblical 
backgrounds and Old Testament archaeology.

John W. Hilber (PhD, University of Cambridge) 
is professor of Old Testament at Grand Rapids 
Theological Seminary. He is the author of two books 
on backgrounds to the Psalms as well as numerous 
articles in comparative studies.

John H. Walton (PhD, Hebrew Union College) is 
professor of Old Testament at Wheaton College. He 
speaks extensively on reading the Old Testament in 
its ancient context and is the author or editor of nu-
merous books, including The Lost World of Genesis 
One, Old Testament Theology for Christians, and The 
IVP Bible Background Commentary: Old Testament.
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Introducing the New Testament
A Historical, Literary, and Theological Survey, 2nd ed.
Mark Allan Powell

This lively, engaging introduction to the New Testament is critical yet 
faith-friendly, lavishly illustrated, and accompanied by a variety of 
pedagogical aids, including sidebars, maps, tables, charts, diagrams, and 
suggestions for further reading. The full-color interior features art that 
illustrates the New Testament’s impact on history and culture.

This new edition has been thoroughly revised in response to professor 
feedback and offers expanded coverage of the New Testament world in a 
new chapter on Jewish backgrounds. It also features an updated interior 
design and dozens of new works of fine art from around the world.

PRAISE FOR THE FIRST EDITION
“Drawing on several decades of effective classroom teaching, Pow-

ell has produced the quintessential ‘user-friendly’ introduction to the 
New Testament, which should be a welcome addition to any New Tes-
tament teacher’s pedagogical resources. He has put student and teacher 
alike in his debt.”—Mikeal C. Parsons, Baylor University

“The engaging style of writing and the aesthetically pleasing layout, 
as well as the maps, sidebars, and glossary, recommend this book to  
its intended audience of students at a college, university, or seminary.” 
—Agnes Choi, Biblical Theology Bulletin

“Introducing the New Testament is just what today’s students need. 
Adopting this book as the primary text for introductory Bible courses (in 
a college, seminary, or church) is a no-brainer. I recommend it highly.” 
—Craig A. Evans, Houston Baptist University

“This book is a joy to read. Very attractively presented, it offers 
a combination of information in narrative and table form and careful 
scholarly debate, leavened with examples of artwork from a wide range 
of cultures and ages. . . . A highly recommended textbook for introductory 
courses at university and college level, but also a book which could be 
enjoyed by anyone interested in exploring the New Testament in an en-
gaging and academically rigorous way.”—Alison Jack, Expository Times

“Beautifully presented, accessibly written, clearly organized, and  
attentive to the beginning student. Both students and faculty will benefit  
from engaging this book.”—Stephen E. Fowl, Loyola University Maryland

“This splendid introduction to the New Testament is vivid, engag-
ing, and designed to reach a broad audience. As a resource for teachers 
and students, it is excellent.”—Craig R. Koester, Luther Seminary

“[Powell] has offered the fruit of his years of teaching to make  
‘introducing the New Testament’ . . . a lively and rewarding experience.” 
—Peter J. Judge, Review of Biblical Literature

“This elegant undergraduate introduction to the NT by Mark  
Allan Powell is as engaging, accessible, and instructive as it is beautiful.” 
—Séamus O’Connell, Journal for the Study of the New Testament

“A wonderful resource that will be read and utilized for years to 
come.”—Sung Jin Park, Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society

Mark Allan Powell (PhD, Union Theological 
Seminary, Richmond) is the Robert and Phyllis 
Leatherman Professor of New Testament at Trinity 
Lutheran Seminary. He is the general editor of the 
HarperCollins Bible Dictionary as well as the author 
of numerous articles and books. Powell has also 
served as the chair of the SBL Historical Jesus 
Section and is the former New Testament editor of 
the SBL Academia Biblica dissertation series.

Now Available

592 pp. · cloth · $49.99
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New Testament, New 

Testament Survey

a ebook available

course help for professors and study aids for students

A redesigned companion website,  
www.IntroducingNT.com, features a wealth  
of fully updated resources for students and in-
structors. The student portion includes interactive 
resources, illustrated maps, video introductions, 
chapter summaries, chapter objectives, study 
questions, flash cards, extra sidebars and charts, 
self-quizzes, and bibliographies. The instructor  
portion includes PowerPoint chapter outlines, dis-
cussion prompts, pedagogical suggestions,  
and a test/quiz bank.
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How New Is the New Testament?
First-Century Judaism and the Emergence of Christianity
Donald A. Hagner

What is so new about the New Testament? In this volume, Donald 
Hagner tackles the issue of how distinct early Christianity was from the 
first-century Judaism from which it emerged. Hagner counters the cur-
rent and growing trend in New Testament scholarship of playing down 
any idea of newness in the New Testament and of viewing the New 
Testament and Christianity as representing a form of sectarian Judaism. 
He surveys newness in the entire New Testament canon, examining the 
evidence for points of continuity and discontinuity between formative 
Judaism and early Christianity. Hagner’s accessible analysis of the New 
Testament text shows that despite Christianity’s thorough Jewishness, 
from the beginning dramatic newness was an essential aspect of this 
early literature. How New Is the New Testament? will appeal to professors, 
students, and scholars of the New Testament and early Christianity.

ENDORSEMENTS
“Old or new? Continuity or discontinuity? In his survey of the New 

Testament, Donald Hagner demonstrates why it is not a case of either/or 
but of both/and—and indeed why continuity and discontinuity are par-
adoxically intertwined. Hagner’s book should be compulsory reading for 
anyone who persists in supposing that the Old Testament is irrelevant 
for Christian faith.”—Morna D. Hooker, University of Cambridge

“Against the current emphasis on continuity between the New  
Testament and the Hebrew Scripture, Hagner seeks to restore the balance 
by looking at what is new about the new era. The book is a reminder 
that what came with Jesus not only was tied to the promises of old but 
also brought fresh realities and a renewed hope. Hagner’s survey of key 
New Testament texts shows that what came was a freshness that made 
old things new.”—Darrell L. Bock, Dallas Theological Seminary

“How new is the New Testament? Hagner’s conclusion is ‘Not 
altogether new, but newer than you think.’ His answer is convincing. 
He works his way book by book through the New Testament, assessing 
degrees of continuity and discontinuity between the Old Testament and 
the New. In the process, he adds valuable nuance and precision to the 
debate over the so-called new perspective on Paul, while successfully 
avoiding any implication that the ‘newness’ of Christianity somehow in-
validates or supersedes Judaism. A welcome contribution.”—J. Ramsey 
Michaels, Missouri State University

October 2018

224 pp. · paper · $22.99
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a ebook available

Donald A. Hagner (PhD, University of Manchester) 
is George Eldon Ladd Professor Emeritus of New 
Testament and senior professor of New Testament 
at Fuller Theological Seminary. He is the author of 
The New Testament: A Historical and Theological 
Introduction, Encountering the Book of Hebrews, 
The Jewish Reclamation of Jesus, New Testament 
Exegesis and Research: A Guide for Seminarians, 
and commentaries on Matthew and Hebrews. He 
is also coeditor of the New International Greek 
Testament Commentary and an ordained minister in 
the Presbyterian Church (USA).
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ebook available
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ebook available
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Encountering the Living God in Scripture
Theological and Philosophical Principles  
for Interpretation
William M. Wright IV and Francis Martin
Foreword by Robert Sokolowski

This work gives a philosophical and theological account of the belief 
that Scripture enables people to encounter the life-giving reality of God. 
The authors examine the biblical foundations for this belief as given in a 
variety of witnesses from both Testaments and explain the philosophical 
and theological underpinnings of Christian exegesis. What results is a 
contemporary statement of the traditional belief that Scripture can put 
its readers in transforming contact with the living God.

Encountering the Living God in Scripture sums up and makes accessible 
the teaching of revered senior scholar and teacher Francis Martin. 
Aimed squarely at students, the book assumes no advanced training in 
philosophy or theology and will work well in Bible, interpretation, and 
doctrine of Scripture courses.

CONTENTS
Foreword by Robert Sokolowski
Introduction

PART 1: FIDES

1. The Word of God: Power and Presence
2. The Word of God in the Inspired Speech of the Prophets
3. The Word of God in the Inspired Speech of the Apostles
4. The Word of God in Inspired Written Discourse

Conclusion to Part 1

PART 2: QUAERENS INTELLECTUM

5. God and the World: The Distinction
6. The Metaphysics of the Created World
7. Creation, the Bible, and the Question of Transcendence
8. Creation and the Communion of Mind, Words, and World
9. The Mediation of Divine Reality through the Biblical Text

10. Encountering the Living God in Scripture: The Holy Spirit and Spirituality
Conclusion to Part 2
Index

William M. Wright IV (PhD, Emory University) is 
associate professor of theology at Duquesne Uni-
versity. He is the author of Rhetoric and Theology: 
Figural Reading of John 9.

Francis Martin (1930–2017; SSD, Pontifical Biblical 
Institute) was a beloved priest and scholar who 
served in many academic and pastoral settings. He 
founded Father Francis Martin Ministries and taught 
at the Dominican House of Studies. He was also a 
priest of the Archdiocese of Washington, DC, and 
served as chaplain of the Mother of God Community 
in Gaithersburg, Maryland.

Wright and Martin coauthored The Gospel of John 
in the Catholic Commentary on Sacred Scripture 
series.
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OF JOHN
Francis Martin 
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ebook available
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The Gospel of Luke
Pablo T. Gadenz
CATHOLIC COMMENTARY ON SACRED SCRIPTURE
Peter S. Williamson and Mary Healy, series editors

“Luke the historian, pastoral theologian, and literary craftsman has 
found a splendid match in Fr. Gadenz. This commentary effortlessly pre- 
sents the fruits of historical-critical scholarship alongside theological and 
pastoral instruction from the earliest Church Fathers through Benedict XVI. 
Anyone who wishes to understand the historical and theological contents of 
the Gospel of Luke will find profound insight here, expressed in a superbly 
succinct and readable style.”—Matthew Levering, Mundelein Seminary

“I have been waiting years for Fr. Gadenz to publish a commentary 
on the Gospel of Luke. His insights into the unique elements of this 
Gospel, reflecting not only his careful scholarship but also his decades 
of experience as a gifted homilist and zealous pastor of souls, both 
enlivened my preaching throughout the Year of Mercy and brought new 
depth to my own encounter with the Christ who challenges us to be 
merciful as our heavenly Father is merciful. I am thrilled by the publica-
tion of this volume, which is both comprehensible and accessible, and I 
will be recommending it wholeheartedly.”—Bernard Hebda, Archbish-
op of Saint Paul and Minneapolis

“Fr. Gadenz’s commentary on Luke is the work of a master exegete. 
It seamlessly synthesizes the most recent results of contemporary exegesis 
with key insights from the living tradition of the Church. The result is 
an elegantly written and remarkably informative study of the Gospel 
that has been called ‘the most beautiful book ever written.’”—Brant 
Pitre, Augustine Institue; author of Jesus and the Last Supper

September 2018

416 pp. · paper · $24.99

978-0-8010-3700-9
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Pablo T. Gadenz (STD, Pontifical Gregorian Univer-
sity) is associate professor of biblical studies at 
Immaculate Conception Seminary School of Theol-
ogy at Seton Hall University, where he also serves 
as a mentor on the Formation Faculty. He is a Roman 
Catholic priest of the Diocese of Trenton, New 
Jersey, and author of Called from the Jews and from 
the Gentiles: Pauline Ecclesiology in Romans 9–11.
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The Marks of Scripture
Rethinking the Nature of the Bible
Daniel Castelo and Robert W. Wall

What is the Bible and what is it for? In recent years, the nature of Scrip-
ture has often been described in terms of a Chalcedonian incarnational 
analogy: just as Jesus is both human and divine, so Scripture is both hu-
man and divine. And the function of Scripture has been understood as 
informative: it imparts information to humans about God. These ways 
of looking at Scripture are not wholly sufficient, however, for teaching 
us what the Bible is and what we should expect it to do.

Written by a theologian and a biblical scholar, The Marks of Scripture 
offers a fresh model for understanding Scripture as God’s Word. Daniel 
Castelo and Robert Wall show that Scripture is not simply informative 
(an account of what God has done), it is also formative—a statement of 
what God is doing today and an instrument God uses in the ongoing 
work of the sanctification and equipping of believers. The authors work 
out the four Nicene marks of the church—one, holy, catholic, and apos-
tolic—as marks of Scripture, offering a new way of thinking about the 
Bible that bridges theology and interpretation. Their ecclesial analogy 
invites us to think of Scripture in similar terms to how we think of the 
church, countering the incarnational model propagated by Peter Enns 
and others.

CONTENTS
1. The Ontology and Teleology of Scripture
2. Speaking of Scripture
3. Unity
4. Holiness
5. Catholicity
6. Apostolicity
7. The Church’s Practice of Scripture

Indexes

Daniel Castelo (PhD, Duke University) is professor of  
dogmatic and constructive theology at Seattle Pacific 
University. He received a 2011 John Templeton Award 
for Theological Promise for his book The Apathetic 
God: Exploring the Contemporary Relevance of 
Divine Impassability and has written a number of 
other books, including Pentecostalism as a Christian 
Mystical Tradition.

Robert W. Wall (ThD, Dallas Theological Seminary) 
is Paul T. Walls Professor of Scripture and Wesleyan 
Studies at Seattle Pacific University. He has written 
many journal articles and authored or coauthored 
numerous books, including A Compact Guide to 
the Whole Bible and commentaries on Revelation, 
Colossians/Philemon, James, Acts, and the Pastoral 
Epistles.
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Galatians
A Commentary
Craig S. Keener

Leading New Testament scholar Craig Keener is widely respected for his 
thorough research, sound judgments, and knowledge of ancient sources. 
His four-volume magnum opus on Acts has received high praise from 
all quarters. This commentary on Paul’s Letter to the Galatians features 
Keener’s meticulous and comprehensive research and offers a wealth 
of fresh insights. It will be invaluable for students, pastors, and church 
leaders alike.

PRAISE FOR ACTS
“With this enormous commentary, Keener deploys his breathtaking 

knowledge of the classical world to shine a bright light on both the big 
picture of Acts and ten thousand small details. Students of Acts will 
be in his debt for generations to come.”—N. T. Wright, University of 
St. Andrews

“Keener, a master of primary and secondary sources, has crafted 
another meticulous commentary that is a joy to read. Highly recom-
mended.”—James H. Charlesworth, Princeton Theological Seminary

“No wise and patient scholar will tackle a passage in Acts without 
engaging Keener. If for no other reason, the richness of detail and depth 
of immersion in primary sources guarantee a long and honored life 
for these volumes.”—Richard I. Pervo, author of Acts: A Commentary 
(Hermeneia)

“For serious students of Acts, here is a commentary that takes its 
place at once alongside those of Sir William Ramsay and F. F. Bruce. This 
is a remarkable scholarly achievement that will be eagerly used by a 
wide range of readers.”—I. Howard Marshall, University of Aberdeen

“This is the most expansive treatment of Acts in modern scholarship. 
Keener offers the reader a sweeping tour of the relevant ancient material 
and modern scholarship on Acts.”—Gregory E. Sterling, Yale Divinity 
School

“For anyone wanting to appreciate how Acts ‘worked’ in its original 
context and to get into the text at some depth, Keener will be indispensable 
and ‘first off the shelf.’”—James D. G. Dunn, University of Durham

“Keener’s encyclopedic knowledge of ancient literature and his intel-
ligent skill as an exegete make this a magisterial commentary.”—Richard 
Bauckham, University of St. Andrews; Ridley Hall, Cambridge

“Keener’s incredibly detailed mega-commentary on Acts is a scholarly 
achievement that is unlikely to be surpassed in the foreseeable future. 
Every serious student of Acts owes it to herself or himself to carefully 
work their way through this significant contribution to scholarship.” 
—David E. Aune, University of Notre Dame

“A rich gem of a commentary on Acts.”—Darrell L. Bock, Dallas 
Theological Seminary

“Keener’s work is without peer or parallel.”—J. Bradley Chance, 
Interpretation

“Keener’s magnum opus is a rich resource that will serve Acts scholars 
for years to come.”—Daniel L. Smith, Review of Biblical Literature

January 2019
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Craig S. Keener (PhD, Duke University) is F. M. and 
Ada Thompson Professor of Biblical Studies at 
Asbury Theological Seminary (www.craigkeener.com). 
He is the author of twenty-two books, including 
Miracles: The Credibility of the New Testament 
Accounts, The IVP Bible Background Commentary: 
New Testament, The Historical Jesus of the Gospels, 
Gift and Giver, a four-volume commentary on Acts, 
and commentaries on Matthew, John, Romans,  
1–2 Corinthians, and Revelation.
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Living in the Kingdom of God
A Biblical Theology for the Life of the Church
Sigurd Grindheim

This brief, accessible book offers a unique approach to the theme of the 
kingdom of God and to biblical theology. Sigurd Grindheim explains the 
whole Bible’s teaching on the kingdom of God, discussing its implica-
tions for the Christian, the church, and politics. As he traces the theme 
of the kingdom through the Old and New Testaments, he shows how 
Jesus’s preaching of the imminent incursion of the kingdom fulfilled and 
also challenged the messianic expectations of the antecedent Judaism. 
He explains that the theme of the kingdom is the unifying theme of 
Scripture and that any account of the theology of the Bible must begin 
and end with the coming of the kingdom. This book shows what it 
means that God rules on earth, how his rule is established through the 
work of Christ, and how this rule is embodied by the church today, 
offering a new vision for the church’s role in the kingdom: putting God’s 
gifts to work.

ENDORSEMENTS
“In this remarkably fresh treatment of the kingdom of God, Grind-

heim steers a wise course through the debates over what the kingdom 
is, who is in it, when it comes, how it is governed, and much more. No 
one will agree with every detail of Grindheim’s interpretation, but any 
thoughtful Christian will come away from this book having gained new 
insight, not to mention attractive and faithful ways of thinking about 
old texts. Highly recommended.”—D. A. Carson, Trinity Evangelical 
Divinity School

“Grindheim presents a vision of the kingdom of God that is at 
once heavenly and richly earthly. His sensitive reading of the Scriptures 
is joined to stories of human events and experiences—large and small, 
personal and social—that communicate the hope of the kingdom in 
practical ways. From his own experience, Grindheim is able to lift our 
eyes to a horizon broader than our usual Western perspective. In a 
remarkable way, this work speaks Christian faith and its implications for 
the world.”—Mark A. Seifrid, Concordia Seminary

“Grindheim’s book on the kingdom is biblical theology at its 
best. It is well researched, theologically perceptive, and sprinkled with 
engaging illustrations from the author’s own experiences as a missionary 
in Ethiopia and from Christian life around the world. Anyone wanting 
to know what the Bible says about the rule of God will benefit from this 
book, but it will be especially helpful to pastors, teachers, and students 
as they think through how the church can live as a faithful subject of its 
king.”—Frank Thielman, Beeson Divinity School

Sigurd Grindheim (PhD, Trinity Evangelical Divinity 
School) is professor of New Testament at Fjellhaug 
International University College in Oslo, Norway. 
He is also adjunct professor at Trinity Evangelical 
Divinity School and visiting lecturer at Ethiopian 
Graduate School of Theology. Grindheim is the 
author of numerous articles and essays as well as 
a number of books, including Introducing Biblical 
Theology, Christology in the Synoptic Gospels, and a 
forthcoming commentary on Hebrews.
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Jesus the Priest
Nicholas Perrin

Following his critically acclaimed book Jesus the Temple, Nicholas Perrin 
offers a fresh paradigm for understanding the historical Jesus. Perrin 
challenges the “standard reading” of classic texts (including the Parable 
of the Sower, the Beatitudes, and the Lord’s Prayer) to argue that the 
historical Jesus primarily identified himself not as sage or prophet but as 
Israel’s eschatological high priest. As priest, Jesus claims to reveal God’s 
unchanging character through his own person, and he announces the 
impending climax of God’s eschatological purpose, constituted by the 
arrival of the heavenly temple on earth. Jesus the Priest identifies Jesus’s 
priesthood as a mediating understanding that sheds crucial light on the 
kingdom of God.

Perrin’s insightful theological contribution synthesizes the best in 
traditional/conservative and liberal reconstructions of Jesus’s life and 
teaching. It will be of interest to professors and students in New Testa-
ment and Jesus courses, scholars, and anyone interested in theologically 
engaged historical-Jesus study.

ENDORSEMENTS
“Creative exegesis yielding constructive theology: another im-

portant contribution from Nicholas Perrin. Most modern Christians 
never think of Jesus as a ‘priest.’ Perrin, explaining why that is a serious 
omission, sheds a flood of fresh light on the Gospels and on Jesus him-
self.”—N. T. Wright, University of St. Andrews; author of Jesus and the 
Victory of God

“Nicholas Perrin’s Jesus the Priest fills a major gap in the contempo-
rary quest for Jesus. It is widely known that the word messiah could be 
used for both kings and priests. And yet no full-length study has ever 
been written on the historical Jesus and the Jewish priesthood. Perrin’s 
book fundamentally changes this situation. Over and over again, he 
throws fresh light on the priestly dimension of otherwise familiar words 
and deeds of Jesus. The result is a thought-provoking case that Jesus did 
in fact speak and act as if he were the eschatological Jewish high priest. 
Essential reading for anyone interested in Jesus and Judaism.”—Brant 
Pitre, Augustine Institute; author of Jesus and the Last Supper
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Nicholas Perrin (PhD, Marquette University) is 
Franklin S. Dyrness Professor of Biblical Studies at 
Wheaton College Graduate School. His numerous 
books include Jesus the Temple, Thomas: The Other  
Gospel, Lost in Transmission? What We Can Know 
about the Words of Jesus, and Revelation: An Intro-
duction and Commentary.
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When in Romans
An Invitation to Linger with the Gospel according to Paul
Beverly Roberts Gaventa
THEOLOGICAL EXPLORATIONS FOR THE CHURCH CATHOLIC

“Beverly Gaventa has produced that rarest of books, combining 
careful, exquisite scholarship with her eye for humanizing, delightful 
detail. Her writing is both sophisticated and accessible as she tackles 
Paul’s complex notions of individual and cosmic salvation.”—John M. 
Buchanan, former editor and publisher, The Christian Century

“Here is a wonderful exposition of key ideas in Paul’s Letter to the 
Romans. Gaventa . . . writes for a broad audience; her goal is to give her 
readers a fresh appreciation of the dynamic message of this major Pauline 
epistle. . . . Written with verve and depth, this book will open the beauty 
and force of Paul’s letter to those fortunate enough to read it.” 
—Donald Senior, CP, The Bible Today

“No one makes Romans come alive quite like Beverly Gaventa. In 
this highly accessible but provocative book—aimed at a wide Christian 
audience—she challenges our domesticated construals of Paul’s gospel 
with a vision of God’s comprehensive saving agency. Here are 3-D lenses 
to see Romans, the gospel, and the reality of God’s grace, power, and 
mystery in a new and exciting way.”—John M. G. Barclay, Durham 
University

“From the beginning of the Christian era until the present day, 
Paul’s Letter to the Romans has been the source of revolutionary re-
thinking. Nowhere do we come closer to the radical heart of the gospel. 
The universal and cosmic notes of the Pauline symphony are sounded 
in this book by one of our most esteemed interpreters of the apostle’s 
letters. Gaventa has written a book for ordinary parish clergy and lay-
people that is fun to read and full of spicy references to popular culture, 
and that will jolt readers into a new appreciation for the great apostle 
and his unique place in the history of Christian theology.”—Fleming 
Rutledge, author of Not Ashamed of the Gospel: Sermons on Romans and 
The Crucifixion: Understanding the Death of Jesus Christ

“This is a book the church has long needed. Gaventa pulls back 
the thin veneer of familiarity to introduce us to the high drama in Paul’s 
Letter to the Romans. Her writing is both scholarly and accessible, ancient 
and contemporary, theological and pastoral.”—M. Craig Barnes, Princeton 
Theological Seminary

“There are many books on Romans, but none quite like this one. 
Steeped in learning but accessible to a broad spectrum of readers, written 
with pastoral insight and welcome flashes of humor, here is a gift to Chris-
tians and inquirers alike.”—Susan Grove Eastman, Duke Divinity School

Beverly Roberts Gaventa (PhD, Duke University) 
is Distinguished Professor of New Testament at 
Baylor University. She is also Emerita Professor of 
New Testament at Princeton Theological Seminary. 
Gaventa is the author or editor of more than a dozen 
books, including Our Mother Saint Paul, Mary: 
Glimpses of the Mother of Jesus, and commentaries 
on 1 and 2 Thessalonians and Acts. She served as 
president of the Society of Biblical Literature in 2016.
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Scripture and the English  
Poetic Imagination
David Lyle Jeffrey

The God of the Bible often speaks in poetry. Beginning with an illumi-
nating exploration of eloquence in the divine voice, a highly acclaimed 
professor of literature opens up the treasury of biblical tradition among 
English poets both past and present, showing them to be well attuned 
not only to Scripture’s meaning but also to its music. In exploring the 
work of various poets, David Lyle Jeffrey demonstrates how the poetry 
of the Bible affords a register of understanding in which the beauty of 
Holy Scripture deepens meditation on its truth and is indeed a vital part 
of that truth.

CONTENTS
Introduction

1. Poetry and the Voice of God

PART 1: MEDIEVAL POETRY AND THE BIBLE

2. Paraphrase and Theater: Bonaventure’s Retracing the Arts to Theology  
and Literary Evangelism

3. Quotation and Inflection: Dante and Chaucer on the Sermon on the Mount
4. Egyptian Gold: Biblical Transformations of Ovid in The Canterbury Tales
5. Irony and Misreading: Courtly Love and Marriage according to Henry VIII

PART 2: SCRIPTURE AND THE POETIC IMAGINATION AFTER THE 

REFORMATION

6. Poetry in Preaching, Prayer, and Pastoral Care: John Donne and George Herbert
7. Habitual Music: The Influence of the King James Bible on Poets
8. Conclusion and Form for the Personal in Modern Poetry
9. The Conversion Poems of Margaret Avison

10. Meditation and Gratitude: The Enduringly Beautiful Changes of Richard Wilbur
11. Epiphanies of a Father’s Love: Anthony Hecht and Gjertrud Schnackenburg

Appendix: Can Faustus Be Saved? The Fragile Future of Our Common Book
Index
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David Lyle Jeffrey (PhD, Princeton University) is 
Distinguished Professor of Literature and the Hu-
manities at Baylor University, professor emeritus of 
English literature at the University of Ottawa, and a 
guest professor at Peking University. He has written 
numerous books, including A Dictionary of Biblical 
Tradition in English Literature, People of the Book, 
In the Beauty of Holiness, and Luke in the Brazos 
Theological Commentary on the Bible series.
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Ancient Israel’s History
An Introduction to Issues and Sources
Bill T. Arnold and Richard S. Hess, editors

“An engaging examination of the current state of research, Ancient 
Israel’s History finely balances the biblical text and extrabiblical sources 
while exploring critical interpretive issues and methodological questions. 
It is comprehensive and readable and will be a valuable addition to the 
library of students and researchers alike. This volume will be part of my 
students’ curriculum.”—Lissa M. Wray Beal, Providence University 
College and Theological Seminary

“In this incredibly thorough volume, an international and esteemed 
team of contributors offers us exactly what was promised: a state-of-the-
art review of research relating to the history of ancient Israel. In fifteen 
essays that consider the history of scholarship on topics ranging from 
ancient Israelite history to Genesis to Alexander the Great and that leave 
nary a stone unturned, this book picks its way between the Scylla of 
overwrought skepticism and the Charybdis of naïve fideism. The result 
is a copiously documented, user-friendly, and up-to-date treatment that 
will prove to be a most useful textbook for both introductory students 
and seasoned teachers alike. I plan on having it close by.”—Brent A. 
Strawn, Emory University

“An excellent resource for those interested in taking seriously  
all the evidence, both biblical and extrabiblical, bearing on the history 
of ancient Israel and in thinking carefully about how to weigh that evi-
dence and integrate it into a coherent account.”—Iain Provan, Regent 
College, Vancouver

“The editors and authors of each essay should be commended for 
their clarity and ability to bring such a wealth of information into such a 
manageable format. Considering the multiple methods and perspectives 
related to the subject of ancient Israel’s history, this volume accomplishes 
the goal of providing an up-to-date introduction.”—Joshua E. Stewart, 
Bulletin for Biblical Research

“The essays are all well grounded in critical research, both literary 
and historical. They provide insights into the current state of Old Testa-
ment study. . . . Recommended for scholars and serious Bible students 
alike.”—Dianne Bergant, CSA, The Bible Today

“Arnold and Hess have successfully organized a coherent explo-
ration of the sources and issues related to ancient Israel’s history. It is a 
significant and worthwhile contribution to the field. As an instructor in 
biblical and ancient Near Eastern studies, I plan to assign essays from 
this work in the years ahead.”—Oliver A. Hersey, Trinity Journal

Bill T. Arnold (PhD, Hebrew Union College) is Paul S. 
Amos Professor of Old Testament Interpretation 
at Asbury Theological Seminary. He is the author 
or editor of more than a dozen books, including 
Who Were the Babylonians?, Encountering the 
Old Testament, Encountering the Book of Genesis, 
Dictionary of the Old Testament: Historical Books, 
and a commentary on 1 and 2 Samuel.

Richard S. Hess (PhD, Hebrew Union College) is 
distinguished professor of Old Testament at Denver 
Seminary and editor of the Denver Journal. He is the 
author or editor of more than forty books, including 
Israelite Religions, Song of Songs in the Baker Com-
mentary on the Old Testament Wisdom and Psalms, 
and a commentary on Joshua.
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The Law and the Prophets
A Study in Old Testament Canon Formation
Stephen B. Chapman

This watershed book presents an alternative perspective in the ongoing 
debate about the formation of the Hebrew Bible. It marshals all of the 
important counterarguments to the standard theory of Old Testament 
canon formation, showing how the Pentateuch and the Prophets 
developed more or less simultaneously and mutually influenced each 
other over time. The widely praised European edition is now available 
in North America with an updated bibliography and a new postscript 
reflecting on how the study of the Old Testament canon has developed 
over the last twenty years.

PRAISE FOR THE LAW AND THE PROPHETS
“The canon of the Old Testament has become a central issue in 

contemporary Old Testament scholarship. . . . [This book] deserves to 
be a major landmark within the debate. . . . Chapman illuminatingly 
analyzes both scholarly debate and key biblical texts, and persuasively 
contests received wisdom.”—Walter Moberly, Expository Times

“An important and learned book. . . . [Chapman] succeeds in 
raising large questions about many traditional assumptions, and his 
book deserves to be widely and carefully read, since it contains many 
important insights.”—J. Barton, Journal for the Study of the Old Testament

“Chapman should be commended for questioning linear models  
of canonical formation that offer a too simplistic and teleological 
understanding. Such reexamination of traditions has informed our 
understanding of monotheism, law, and other categories in the progress 
of Israelite history and theology.”—J. Edward Owens, OSST, Catholic 
Biblical Quarterly

“Undoubtedly makes one of the fullest and most interesting  
contributions to the discussion and to the whole attempt to use canon 
as a simple arbiter of authority. . . . A fine piece of work, which is all the 
more welcome in that it raises further issues for examination.”—R. E. 
Clements, Journal of Theological Studies

“A fine study on the intriguing question of the biblical canon. 
Chapman offers an alternative model of the origin of Law and Prophets. 
. . . No serious future study can afford to overlook Chapman’s insights.” 
—Anselm C. Hagedorn, Journal of Religion

“An important and readable book. It shows that both the Law and 
the Prophets are authoritative Scripture which are aware of and play 
off each other. It is not a case of Torah priority or of the Prophets being 
before and the source of the Law, as some critics hold. This book should 
be in all academic theological libraries.”—David W. Baker, Ashland 
Theological Journal

“This publication is recommended to everyone interested in the 
notion of canon and every scholar who wrestles with the history of 
canon formation. Chapman’s theory will have to be reckoned with in all 
future research of the Old Testament canon.”—P. M. Venter, Hervormde 
Theologise Studies
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Stephen B. Chapman (PhD, Yale University) is as-
sociate professor of Old Testament at Duke Divinity 
School, where he also serves as an affiliate faculty 
member with the Center for Jewish Studies and as 
director of graduate studies for the PhD program in 
religion. He is the author of 1 Samuel as Christian 
Scripture: A Theological Commentary, coeditor of 
The Cambridge Companion to the Hebrew Bible/
Old Testament, and serves on the editorial board 
of Siphrut: Literature and Theology of the Hebrew 
Scriptures (Eisenbrauns).
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Handbook of Women Biblical Interpreters
A Historical and Biographical Guide
Marion Ann Taylor, editor;  
Agnes Choi, associate editor

“This deeply researched and beautifully organized volume fills a huge gap, 
one which most biblical scholars and church historians never noticed was there. 
It yields insight into how richly and variously the Bible functioned in diverse 
communities from late antiquity to modern times as reflected in the lives and 
writings of remarkable women. The history of biblical interpretation will never 
look the same again.”—Ellen F. Davis, Duke Divinity School

“This handbook is a gold mine, a must for all who care about women and 
religion or the history of the reception of the biblical texts. Page after page, 
article after article I found myself riveted by what I was learning.”—Dale C. 
Allison Jr., Princeton Theological Seminary

“This is indeed a groundbreaking masterpiece for feminist scholarship.” 
—Nancy Tan, Review of Biblical Literature

Marion Ann Taylor (PhD, Yale University) is professor of Old Testament at Wycliffe 
College, University of Toronto. She is coeditor of Recovering Nineteenth-Century Women 
Interpreters of the Bible.

Agnes Choi (PhD, University of St. Michael’s College) is assistant professor of New Testa-
ment at Pacific Lutheran University.
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Commentaries, Prophets

The Minor Prophets, volumes 1–3
Thomas Edward McComiskey, editor

With their messages of doom and judgment, the Minor Prophets have not 
been popular subjects in the history of biblical interpretation. In this exegetical 
and expository commentary, noted scholars remedy this neglect by offering an 
authoritative, evangelical treatment on the prophets.

Volume 1 features commentary by Thomas McComiskey on Hosea, Raymond 
Dillard on Joel, and Jeffrey Niehaus on Amos. Volume 2 features commentary  
by Jeffrey Niehaus on Obadiah, Joyce Baldwin on Jonah, Bruce Waltke on Micah, 
Tremper Longman III on Nahum, and F. F. Bruce on Habakkuk. Volume 3 
features commentary by J. Alec Motyer on Zephaniah and Haggai, Thomas 
McComiskey on Zechariah, and Douglas Stuart on Malachi.

Thomas Edward McComiskey (1928–1996; PhD, Brandeis University) taught Old Testament 
at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School and served as presiding fellow of the American 
College of Biblical Theologians.
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Ancient Near Eastern Thought  
and the Old Testament
Introducing the Conceptual World of the Hebrew Bible, 2nd ed.
John H. Walton

“Anyone seeking a better understanding of how the Hebrew Bible achieved 
its singular vision of the divine and forged a language that still speaks to many 
today should welcome this second edition of John Walton’s book. It delivers 
succinct presentations of major literary achievements among neighboring 
cultures even as it clarifies the many ways Israel shaped individual meanings 
and teachings from or against them.”—Jack M. Sasson, Vanderbilt University 
(emeritus)

“Walton’s new book is a godsend. Particularly to be recommended are the 
methodological comments, which are a must-read for the beginner. The new 
book replaces an older edition over which it is infinitely superior. Well worth 
the investment.”—JoAnn Scurlock, Chicago Society for Biblical Research

John H. Walton (PhD, Hebrew Union College) is professor of Old Testament at Wheaton 
College. He speaks extensively on reading the Old Testament in its ancient context and is 
the author or editor of numerous books, including The Lost World of Genesis One and Old 
Testament Theology for Christians.
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Since the Beginning
Interpreting Genesis 1 and 2 through the Ages
Kyle R. Greenwood, editor

“Provides students with a highly useful resource for studying both the 
background and the afterlife of the first two chapters of Genesis. The volume 
ably demonstrates that ‘literal’ readings are hardly ever univocal.”—William P. 
Brown, Columbia Theological Seminary

“The creation narratives found in the first chapters of Genesis have been 
foundational for Judaism and Christianity, and indeed for Western culture more 
broadly, for millennia. This volume gathers together excellent studies by leading 
scholars who offer insight into how Judaism and Christianity have drawn nour-
ishment from these texts and, in so doing, show us how they can continue to 
stimulate our lives and faith.”—Fr. John Behr, St. Vladimir’s Seminary

“A kaleidoscopic array of interpretations of Genesis 1–2. The rich variety 
makes this volume a useful resource for both classes and personal study.” 
—Laura Suzanne Lieber, Center for Jewish Studies, Duke University;  
Duke-UNC Center for Late Ancient Studies

Kyle R. Greenwood (PhD, Hebrew Union College–Jewish Institute of Religion) has taught 
at Colorado Christian University and Denver Seminary. He is the author of Scripture and 
Cosmology: Reading the Bible between the Ancient World and Modern Science.
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The Letter and Spirit of Biblical Interpretation
From the Early Church to Modern Practice
Keith D. Stanglin

“This helpful introductory overview of the history of biblical interpreta-
tion—pre-modern and modern—is a real achievement, punctuated as it is with 
significant insights, robust critique, and sympathetic assessment. The climax is 
a brave attempt to be like the scribe who brings out of his treasure things both 
old and new. Readers should be enticed into further exploration and experi-
ment.”—Frances Young, University of Birmingham

“Stanglin’s history of biblical interpretation is a gem! Accessible, well 
informed, and balanced, it provides a remarkable bird’s-eye view while at the 
same time zooming in on specific exegetical examples. Stanglin’s analysis of the 
move from premodern to modern exegesis is retrieval theology at its best.” 
—Hans Boersma, Regent College

“Stanglin not only demonstrates the superiority of premodern interpre-
tation but also shows the real gains (and losses) of modern scholarship. An 
outstanding contribution and a welcome addition to any course on biblical 
hermeneutics.”—Peter Leithart, Theopolis Institute

Keith D. Stanglin (PhD, Calvin Theological Seminary) is professor of Scripture and 
historical theology at Austin Graduate School of Theology, where he also is coordinator 
of the master’s degree program and editor of the faculty journal, Christian Studies. He has 
written numerous books.
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A Hermeneutic of Wisdom
Recovering the Formative Agency of Scripture
J. de Waal Dryden

“Dryden brilliantly synthesizes important truths and insights from sources 
as hoary as the Hebrew Bible and as fresh as Mark Sneed and Sandra Schneiders. 
Viewing wisdom as ‘a practical knowledge lived out in concrete agency shaped 
by desire,’ Dryden plausibly claims the entirety of Christian Scripture as the 
locus of his shrewd and savvy reading enterprise. The biblical interpretation 
workplace today is littered with competing and broken methods. Dryden 
diagnoses the malaise and draws on classic sources from across the centuries to 
arrive at a fresh and innovative orientation fleshed out by helpful examples.” 
—Robert W. Yarbrough, Covenant Theological Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri

“Modern biblical hermeneutics struggles to relate doctrine and ethics, 
meaning and application in a manner consistent with the Bible’s own historical- 
literary shape and communicative ends. In identifying the Bible as a wisdom 
text, Dryden offers an integrative approach that helps us better follow the grain 
of the biblical text while forming rightly ordered loves for God and neighbor.” 
—Scott R. Swain, Reformed Theological Seminary, Orlando, Florida

J. de Waal Dryden (PhD, Cambridge University) is professor of biblical studies and chair 
of the department at Covenant College. He is the author of Theology and Ethics in 1 Peter: 
Paraenetic Strategies for Christian Character Formation and a forthcoming commentary 
on 2 Corinthians.
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The Divine Christ
Paul, the Lord Jesus, and the Scriptures of Israel
David B. Capes
ACADIA STUDIES IN BIBLE AND THEOLOGY
Craig A. Evans, series editor

“Capes reprises his own foundational work on this topic and engages the 
converging approaches of other scholars. The result is a comprehensive and 
accessible account of Paul’s understanding of Jesus Christ as fully divine.” 
—Richard Bauckham, University of St. Andrews

“A brilliant examination of the meaning of ‘Lord’ in ancient Judaism, in 
modern scholarship, and in the Pauline Letters. What Capes demonstrates with 
acumen and insight is that Paul was among those who considered Jesus as Lord 
in the strongest possible sense, and the highest Christology we can imagine was 
indeed among the earliest. This erudite and learned volume is for anyone inter-
ested in the Christology of the early church.”—Michael F. Bird, Ridley College, 
Melbourne, Australia

“This volume sparkles with common sense and judicious judgment, shedding 
light on a perennially contentious issue.”—Chris Tilling, St. Mellitus College

David B. Capes (PhD, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary) is associate dean of 
biblical and theological studies and professor of New Testament at Wheaton College. He 
has authored, coauthored, or edited many books, including Rediscovering Jesus, Redis-
covering Paul, and Old Testament Yahweh Texts in Paul’s Christology.

Now Available

768 pp. · paper · $65.00

(maximum discount 40%)

978-0-8010-9891-8

New Testament, New Testament 

Backgrounds/Historical Studies/

Archaeology

USA and Canada only

The Christian World  
around the New Testament
Richard Bauckham

The Christian World around the New Testament brings together Richard Bauck-
ham’s well-known work on Gospel origins, early Christianity, and patristic 
literature into one convenient volume. Containing thirty-one studies published 
over Bauckham’s distinguished career, this volume ranges widely over early 
Christianity and early Christian literature in the New Testament and the early 
patristic periods. It reflects the author’s conviction that the historical study of 
early Christianity should not isolate New Testament literature from other early 
Christian literature but must take full account of such sources as the apostolic 
fathers and Christian apocryphal literature. Published simultaneously with 
Mohr Siebeck’s hardcover edition, this paperback edition will be indispensable 
to scholars and students of the New Testament and the early church.

Richard Bauckham (PhD, University of Cambridge) is senior scholar at Ridley Hall, Cam-
bridge. He is also a visiting professor at St. Mellitus College, London; emeritus professor 
of New Testament at the University of St. Andrews; and a fellow of the British Academy.
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Interpreting Scripture with the Great Tradition
Recovering the Genius of Premodern Exegesis
Craig A. Carter

“The rediscovery and celebration of patristic exegesis continues apace 
and across a wide ecumenical spectrum. Carter offers here a robust, readable, 
and bracing defense of a fundamental truth: patristic exegesis offers not only a 
‘method’ for reading but a theology of Scripture. Following this insight Carter 
develops a theology of Scripture rooted deeply in the Nicene doctrine of God 
and poses a stark challenge to all who would separate the reading of the text 
from our theological confession.”—Lewis Ayres, Durham University

“A timely intervention into the contemporary conversation. Carter has 
obviously been listening very carefully for some time to the major voices, and 
he now makes his own contribution: a strategic renarrating of the standard 
account of premodern exegesis. A stimulating and accessible account of how 
to carry on reading the Bible theologically.”—Fred Sanders, Torrey Honors 
Institute, Biola University

Craig A. Carter (PhD, University of St. Michael’s College) is professor of theology at Tyndale 
University College and Seminary and is the author of Rethinking “Christ and Culture.” 
He previously served as vice president and academic dean at Crandall University and at 
Tyndale University College.

Now Available

304 pp. · paper · $27.99

978-0-8010-9872-7

Hermeneutics/Exegesis,  

Theological Interpretation,  

Theology, Historical Theology

a ebook available

Now Available

144 pp. · paper · $17.99

978-0-8010-9528-3

Hermeneutics/Exegesis

a ebook available

Interpreting the God-Breathed Word
How to Read and Study the Bible
Robbie F. Castleman

“This book, not least by its many practical examples, will help students to 
see the big biblical picture and to learn skills for both carefully observing and 
faithfully participating in it. This is a fitting culmination to a teaching career de-
voted to enflaming a passion for studying Scripture in myriad undergrad hearts 
and minds.”—Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School

“Castleman offers clear and concise guidance for disciples embarking on 
the journey of reading and applying the God-breathed word to their lives. By 
directing our attention to observing the text itself—the genre and canonical 
shape of the Old and New Testaments—while at the same time tuning our ears 
to hear the voice of the Triune God in Scripture, Castleman gives readers a 
guide as wise as it is accessible for profitable reading.”—Darian Lockett, Talbot 
School of Theology, Biola University

Robbie F. Castleman (DMin, University of Dubuque Theological Seminary) is professor 
emeritus of biblical studies at John Brown University. She is the author of Story-Shaped 
Worship, New Testament Essentials, Parenting in the Pew, and a number of successful 
Bible study guides.
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Romans, 2nd ed.
Thomas R. Schreiner
BAKER EXEGETICAL COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TESTAMENT
Robert W. Yarbrough and Joshua W. Jipp, series editors

“Schreiner has skillfully executed a thoroughgoing revision of his significant 
commentary on Paul’s magisterial letter to Roman Christians. Those who own 
the first edition will want to discover how Schreiner’s thinking has developed 
over time, but all who are interested in the interpretation and proclamation of 
the apostle’s most influential letter will do well to have the second edition of this 
consequential commentary close at hand.”—Todd D. Still, Baylor University, 
Truett Seminary

“One of the best commentaries on Romans just got even better and should 
be on the shelf of all students, preachers, and teachers of this great letter.” 
—Will N. Timmins, Moore Theological College, Sydney

“Well known for his accessible and theologically sensitive writings, Schreiner 
has produced a wonderful update to his highly regarded commentary on 
Romans. More than a few tweaks, this project is a full-blown update. Highly 
recommended!”—Benjamin L. Gladd, Reformed Theological Seminary

Thomas R. Schreiner (PhD, Fuller Theological Seminary) is James Buchanan Harrison 
Professor of New Testament Interpretation and professor of biblical theology at Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary. He is the author or editor of numerous books, including The 
King in His Beauty and New Testament Theology.

Now Available

288 pp. · paper · $29.99

978-0-8010-9830-7

Wisdom/Poetry

a ebook available

Encountering the Book of Psalms
A Literary and Theological Introduction, 2nd ed.
C. Hassell Bullock
ENCOUNTERING BIBLICAL STUDIES
Walter A. Elwell, series editor

“Bullock presents the fruit of a lifetime of academic study and spiritual 
practice devoted to the Psalms. The first edition brought understanding and 
appreciation, and the second edition will do this and more. Hassell brings these 
poems of old off the page and into the hearts and lives of readers. The Psalms 
sing again.”—Richard S. Hess, Denver Seminary

“This revised edition is thoroughly updated and contains many useful and 
reader-friendly features, including sidebars, photos, figures, charts, and more. 
An especially welcome feature is the new attention to the canonical reading of 
the Psalter, i.e., to the book’s structure and message as an organic whole. If one 
reads through this book—along with the book of Psalms itself!—one’s spiritual 
life and love for God and neighbor will be immeasurably enriched. I heartily 
recommend it.”—David M. Howard Jr., Bethel Seminary, St. Paul, Minnesota

C. Hassell Bullock (PhD, Hebrew Union College) is professor of Hebrew Bible emeritus 
at Wheaton College. He is the author of the two volumes on Psalms in the Teach the Text 
Commentary Series as well as An Introduction to the Old Testament Poetic Books.
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a ebook available
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Psalms 101–150
Jason Byassee
BRAZOS THEOLOGICAL COMMENTARY ON THE BIBLE
R. R. Reno, general editor; Robert W. Jenson, Robert Louis Wilken, Ephraim Radner, Michael Root, 
and George Sumner, series editors

“In his earlier writing Byassee has indicated a readiness and capacity to 
read the Psalms with a christological tilt after the manner of Augustine. Here  
he carries out that interpretation with verve and with imaginative freedom.  
His commentary serves well in the Brazos series and will be a ready and com-
pelling resource for the church in its thinking, singing, praying, and preaching.” 
—Walter Brueggemann, Columbia Theological Seminary

“You will not find many commentaries on this section of the Psalms that 
match Jason’s theological sophistication, ministerial wisdom, and intellectual 
courage.”—Willie James Jennings, Yale Divinity School

“Byassee’s readings of Psalms 101–150 reap the benefit of his roles 
as preacher, theological teacher, and close reader of the Bible.”—Kathryn 
Greene-McCreight, author of Darkness Is My Only Companion: A Christian 
Response to Mental Illness

Jason Byassee (PhD, Duke University) is the inaugural Butler Chair in Homiletics and Bib-
lical Hermeneutics at Vancouver School of Theology. He serves as a contributing editor 
to the Christian Century and is the author of numerous books, including Praise Seeking 
Understanding: Reading the Psalms with Augustine.

Now Available

288 pp. · cloth · $32.99
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Theological Interpretation

a ebook available

Now Available
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Judges & Ruth
Laura A. Smit and Stephen E. Fowl
BRAZOS THEOLOGICAL COMMENTARY ON THE BIBLE
R. R. Reno, general editor; Robert W. Jenson, Robert Louis Wilken, Ephraim Radner, Michael Root, 
and George Sumner, series editors

“Judges, in the history of its interpretation, has been well served by astute 
literary and historical commentary, but to these Smit adds robust theological 
engagement. She is not afraid to go where the text leads—to a God of election, 
a God who involves us in warfare, a God who demands sacrifice, a God who 
requires countercultural fidelity. This is a challenging reading of a challenging 
book and will encourage all Christian readers to reexamine their own theological 
commitments. In addition, Fowl offers a nuanced reading of Ruth, pondering 
Gentile inclusion in the people of God and reflecting wisely on the multiple 
challenges of theological interpretation. Together these two different voices 
model something of the variety of ways that theological reading can engage the 
scriptural text.”—Richard S. Briggs, Durham University

“Smit and Fowl gift us with rich textual insight against the backdrop of 
God’s providential ordering of history.”—Elizabeth Newman, Baptist Theologi-
cal Seminary at Richmond

Laura A. Smit (PhD, Boston University) is professor of theology at Calvin College and has 
served in a variety of pastoral settings.

Stephen E. Fowl (PhD, University of Sheffield) is professor of theology at Loyola University 
Maryland in Baltimore.
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Noteworthy Resources for the 
Greek Classroom

“Merkle and Plummer have produced a very practical 
and useful book for beginning and returning students 
of Greek. Learning and retaining the language can be 
an intimidating prospect, but they show us that being 
lifelong students—even when we are convinced that 
we do not have the time—is important, rewarding, 
and definitely doable. By providing constructive tips, 
encouraging words, and examples of how knowing 
Greek makes a difference in our understanding of the 
Word, these experienced teachers make their case that 
every student can learn the language and apply it prof-
itably in life and ministry.”—Michelle Lee-Barnewall, 
Talbot School of Theology, Biola University
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Contextualizing the Faith
A Holistic Approach
A. Scott Moreau

“Moreau is a missionary-scholar with the uncanny ability to think 
critically about issues without falling prey to academic cynicism. He pulls 
together a range of thoughtful missiologists and scholars, including his 
own work over the years, molding the respective contributions into an 
integrated study of contextualization. The book should be studied by 
missiologists and missionaries across the globe.”—Doug McConnell, 
Fuller Theological Seminary

“While the majority of the literature on contextualization focuses 
on theology and theological issues, Moreau shows contextualization to 
be a product of seven dimensions that together constitute the bulk of 
what it means to be the church. His approach gives us an overarching 
map to guide us at the four-way intersection of culture, gospel, gospel 
bearers, and recipients. The numerous examples for each dimension offer 
fascinating glimpses of what it means, across the globe, to follow Christ 
well without bogging the discussion down in minutiae.”—Ed Stetzer, 
Wheaton College Graduate School

“This is now my go-to book for contextualization! Moreau’s 
remarkable text is a gift to the reader. His masterful analysis of the 
multi-dimensional nature of contextualization provides a valuable 
framework through which the church’s identity, rituals, and beliefs  
can be analyzed and understood. For everyone interested in the critical 
intersections between the gospel, culture, and Christian witness this  
text is a must-read.”—Sarita D. Gallagher, George Fox University

“This book goes beyond surface-level contextualization in order to 
provide much-needed depth and breadth for this urgent topic in missi-
ology. Practitioners and academics alike will gain new perspectives for 
mission.”—Jay Moon, Office of Faith, Work, and Economics, Asbury 
Theological Seminary

“Drawing upon three decades of global ministry and teaching 
about contextualization, Moreau offers us a rich, creative, and responsi-
ble treatment of the relation between the gospel and particular contexts. 
Contextualizing the Faith is a wise and reliable guide to issues that are 
as urgent as they are complex.”—Harold Netland, Trinity Evangelical 
Divinity School

CONTENTS
1. Setting the Stage: What Is Contextualization?
2. The Social Dimension: Introduction, Association, and Kinship
3. The Social Dimension as Exchange: Economics
4. The Social Dimension as Learning: Education
5. The Social Dimension as Organizational: Politics
6. The Mythic Dimension
7. The Ethical Dimension
8. The Artistic and Technological Dimension
9. The Ritual Dimension

10. The Experience Dimension: The Supernatural
11. The Doctrinal Dimension
12. The Future of Contextualization

Index

A. Scott Moreau (DMiss, Trinity Evangelical Divinity 
School) is associate academic dean and professor 
of intercultural studies at Wheaton College Graduate 
School. He is the editor of Evangelical Missions 
Quarterly and is the author, coauthor, or editor of  
numerous books, including Introducing World Mis-
sions and Effective Intercultural Communication.
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The Church and Its Vocation
Lesslie Newbigin’s Missionary Ecclesiology
Michael W. Goheen
Foreword by N. T. Wright

Lesslie Newbigin, one of the twentieth century’s most important church 
leaders, offered insights on the church in a pluralistic world that are 
arguably more relevant now than when first written. Newbigin expert 
Michael Goheen offers a readable explication of Newbigin’s ecclesiology 
for a new generation in The Church and Its Vocation.

Goheen clearly articulates Newbigin’s missionary understanding of 
the church and places it in the context of his core theological convic-
tions. Suitable for professors and students in missions and ecclesiology 
courses as well as pastors and church leaders, this book provides a deep 
theological foundation for discussions of missional ecclesiology today.

FROM THE FOREWORD
“I have often reflected that, like some musical composers, Lesslie 

may in fact have his greatest impact generations after his death, and 
my prayer is that Mike’s work will play a role in that process. Certainly, 
as I reflect on the beliefs about the church’s vocation that I have come 
to hold over the years, and then as I look at the vast sweep of Lesslie’s 
work surveyed here in The Church and Its Vocation, I begin to realize that 
at my best I have simply been thinking Lesslie’s thoughts after him. I 
thank God for Lesslie Newbigin and for books like this present one that 
introduce him powerfully to a new generation.”—N. T. Wright

ENDORSEMENT
“Goheen is a superb interpreter of Newbigin. In this inspiring 

and highly readable book, Goheen invites us to rediscover Newbigin’s 
missional ecclesiology for this generation. This book makes a convinc-
ing case that Newbigin’s responses to crucial questions—What is the 
gospel? What must we be as God’s people? How should the church en-
counter Western culture?—speak to the church today more than ever. I 
appeal to pastors, students, teachers, and local church leaders: read this 
book! It will shape your understanding of the church’s missional voca-
tion in the world.”—Dean Flemming, MidAmerica Nazarene University

CONTENTS
Foreword by N. T. Wright
Introduction

1. The Biblical Story as Universal History
2. The Good News of the Kingdom and the Missionary Church
3. The Missionary Church and Its Vocation in the World
4. The Missionary Church and Its Life Together
5. A Missionary Encounter with Culture
6. A Missionary Encounter with Western Culture
7. Lesslie Newbigin’s Legacy for Today

Index
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Michael W. Goheen (PhD, University of Utrecht) is 
director of theological education at the Missional 
Training Center, scholar in residence for the Surge 
Network of Churches–Phoenix, and professor 
of missional theology at Covenant Theological 
Seminary. He is the author, coauthor, or editor of a 
number of books, including The Drama of Scripture, 
Living at the Crossroads, and A Light to the Nations.
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Whole and Reconciled
Gospel, Church, and Mission in a Fractured World
Al Tizon
Foreword by Ruth Padilla DeBorst
Afterword by Ronald J. Sider

Whole and Reconciled offers a fresh treatment of holistic ministry that 
takes the role of reconciliation seriously, rethinking the meaning of the 
gospel, the nature of the church, and the practice of mission in light of 
globalization, post-Christendom, and postcolonialism. The book also 
includes theological and practical resources to help God’s people effec-
tively engage in evangelism, compassion and justice, and reconciliation 
ministries.

ENDORSEMENTS
“Tizon’s wide reading, careful and balanced thinking, rich theology, 

and readable style are evidence of a faith-filled, dedicated search to find-
ing new ways to talk about mission in his covenantal, evangelical tradi-
tion. This is a beautiful book, and one that deserves to be read, discussed, 
and savored by anyone who thinks about or engages in mission.” 
—Stephen Bevans, SVD, Catholic Theological Union, Chicago

“In our current Western Christian historical moment, we are witnessing 
the final violent throes of a Christendom gone awry. A new biblical, theo-
logical vision is needed. In this text, missiologist par excellence Al Tizon 
brings us insight and challenges befitting his interdisciplinary academic 
skills.”—Soong-Chan Rah, North Park Theological Seminary

“Tizon has woven a superbly convincing case that Christian mis-
sion, if it is to be obedient to all that the Bible calls God’s people to be 
and do in the world, is intrinsically and inescapably holistic, that all our 
mission must be integrated around the centrality of the biblical gospel 
of Christ and the imperative of making it known, and that such integral 
mission must include reconciliation (both vertical and horizontal) at its 
core. His searching critique of some shameful forms of historical mission 
activity, along with his exposure of false gospels and half gospels, makes 
uncomfortable but necessary reading, which is happily far outweighed 
by the rich biblical teaching that follows.”—Christopher J. H. Wright, 
Langham Partnership

“A must-read. Whole and Reconciled brilliantly tackles the hard 
questions of colonialism, racism, empire, and Christendom. The book 
ushers readers toward the reconciliation, peacemaking, and wholeness 
that people and the world desperately need.”—Grace Ji-Sun Kim, 
Earlham School of Religion

“A powerful, much-needed exhortation to those who want to pur-
sue holistic ministry but may be unsure how.”—Nikki Toyama-Szeto, 
Evangelicals for Social Action

“Tizon is a transcultural mission practitioner, who has taught and 
carried on research in centers that have made important contributions 
to a renewed understanding of integral mission for our time. This book 
shows Tizon’s ability to process missiologically a variety of sources and 
turn them into a clear didactic piece, ideal as a textbook.”—Samuel 
Escobar, Palmer Theological Seminary and Facultad Protestante de 
Teología UEBE, Madrid, Spain

“A clarion call to the church to fully embrace the ministry of rec-
onciliation. This is one of the most important books I’ve read in a very 
long time.”—Graham Hill, Morling Theological College

Al Tizon (PhD, Graduate Theological Union) is executive 
minister of Serve Globally, the international ministries  
arm of the Evangelical Covenant Church, and affiliate 
associate professor of missional and global leadership 
at North Park Theological Seminary. He previously 
taught at Palmer Theological Seminary and was 
copresident of Evangelicals for Social Action.  
An ordained minister of the Evangelical Covenant 
Church, Tizon has engaged in community develop-
ment, church leadership, advocacy, and urban min-
istry both in the Philippines and the United States. 
He has also written or edited several books.
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Cultural Insights for Christian Leaders
New Directions for Organizations Serving God’s Mission
Douglas McConnell
MISSION IN GLOBAL COMMUNITY
Scott W. Sunquist and Amos Yong, series editors

“Doug McConnell firmly locates leadership not only within the 
lenses of culture, but also as a critical aspect of missiology. In doing so, 
he helps us see the vital importance of leading missionally as it relates to 
God’s mission of reconciling the world. McConnell delivers a masterful 
book, overflowing with probing insights into the intercultural nature of 
leadership, practical case studies, and a wealth of personal experience 
in doing precisely what this book espouses. A first-rate leadership book, 
coming from a first-rate scholar-leader.”—Gregg A. Okesson, Asbury 
Theological Seminary

“Administration is one skill. Knowledge of culture is another. Mc-
Connell has both. Drawing on what he has learned through administer-
ing an academic institution and an agency, as well as listening closely to 
Christian leaders from many countries, McConnell explores significant 
organizational issues.”—Miriam Adeney, Seattle Pacific University; 
author of Kingdom without Borders: The Untold Story of Global Christianity

“Missiology has long been concerned with the dynamic influence of 
culture on gospel witness; however, applying that insight to leadership 
practice is long overdue. This text is sure to aid leaders, organizations, 
and mission in substantive ways.”—Susan Hayes Greener, Wheaton 
College Graduate School

“Cultural intelligence is fast becoming one of the most valued skills 
for leaders. McConnell masterfully displays how this is helpful in organi- 
zations, but especially how essential it is to Christianity. The case stud-
ies are fantastic and the missiology is solid, making it feel like Harvard 
Business School meets the apostle Paul, with the best of both worlds. 
Every successful organization has a mission statement, and McConnell 
brilliantly unpacks both the goal and process of creating that mission 
statement in light of biblical principles.”—Allen Yeh, Biola University

Now Available

224 pp. · paper · $22.99
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a ebook available

Douglas McConnell (PhD, Fuller Theological Seminary) 
is professor of leadership and intercultural studies 
at Fuller Theological Seminary. He previously served 
as dean of the School of Intercultural Studies and 
as provost at Fuller. He has edited several volumes 
and is coauthor of The Changing Face of World 
Missions.
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